
The Versatile Water Brush for the Watercolor Artist 

The Caran d’Ache water brush is practical and easy to use. The 

large rubber push button and water valve allows the artist to 

precisely control the water flow. Ideal for sketching on the go, it is a 

perfect complement to all kinds of watercolor products such as 

TECHNALO water-soluble graphite pencils, SUPRACOLOR 

watercolor pencils, MUSEUM watercolor sets, NEOCOLOR II 

pastels, NEOART pastels, & GOUACHE STUDIO watercolors tubs / 

tubes. The synthetic tip fibers can be easily cleaned with water by 

using the pump system to flush water through the fiber tip. Ideal for 

travelling, art classes and on-the-spot sketching, the Caran d’Ache 

Museum Aquarelle brush with water reservoir is a useful, modern 

tool and a nice complement to traditional fine art water brushes.   

Article Reference EAN Bar Code Min 

Qty 

LARGE BRUSH WITH WATER RESERVOIR  115.201 7630002 311045 10 

MEDIUM BRUSH WITH WATER RESERVOIR  115.202 7630002 327961 10 

FINE TIP BRUSH WITH WATER RESERVOIR  115.203 7630002 328937 10 

3 pk WATER BRUSHES WITH WATER RESERVOIR  115.303 NA 10 

115.201 

Product  information: 

 Dimensions: 14 cm long x 12 mm 

diameter 

 Available in 3 tip sizes 

 Transparent plastic barrel 

 Includes snap-on cap with clip 

 Pump system for easy refill 

 Rubber push button regulates water flow 

 Water reservoir: 20 ml capacity 

 The water brushes are shipped in a 10 

pc box 

115.202 

115.203 

115.303 

Techniques: 

1- Using light strokes, first apply the pencil or water color pastel. 

 

 

 

 

2- Then, go over with the fine water brush filled with water and accentuate lines by 

drawing or colouring entire sections. It can also be used to blend colors. 

 

Watercolor Accessories  

from Caran d’Ache 

Water Brushes 

MUSEUM Palette Aquarelle 

from Caran d’Ache 

Palette Aquarelle has been developed by Caran d’Ache for an easy application of 

dry media in order to use the concentrated pigment of water-soluble products like 

Museum Aquarelle, Technalo, Supracolor Soft, and Neocolor II for watercolor 

painting. Two in one, this original accessory is made of frosted Plexiglas and has 2 

faces with specific textures. The rough face, imitates the texture of paper and allows 

the pigments to grip the surface and to allow watercolor blending. On the other side, 

the smooth face is appropriate for all kind of paints such as gouache, acrylic, oil and 

watercolor. This is an indispensable accessory for professional and amateur artists, 

art students and school kids. The light weight design and small size make it the 

perfect water coloring accessory for plein-air artists too! 

Technical description  

 White Plexiglas palette, nomad size  

 One rough surface imitates the texture 

of paper and one smooth face  

 Resistant to alcohol, acetone, UV and 

scrubbing. Cleans easily with water.  

 Suitable for all kind of wet paints and 

water-soluble products  

 Fits easily on your hand, use either 

side of palette 

 Dimensions: 26cm x13cm x 3mm, 

10.25 " x 5.12" x .12" 

 Packaged in an individual clear plastic 

bag with hang tab and product 

information 

117.103 

Article Reference EAN Bar Code Min 

Qty 

PALETTE AQUARELLE PLEXIGLAS  26 x13 MM  117.103 7630002 326827 1 


